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Too Much Too Young
Flynn Matthews sacked from set of his latest movie

No one could accuse global megastar and
millionaire Flynn Matthews of being a
burden on the welfare state however he's
most definitely done too much too young.
When most teenagers were worried
about exams and hanging out with their
friends Matthews was hanging with
celebrities and notorious hell raisers so it's
little wonder he's in the situation he is
today.
Born in the summer of 1990 to
housewife Marigold and former insurance
agent Benjamin Matthews in the seaside
town of Bognor Regis Flynn was quick to
demonstrate his talents on stage.
At the tender age of 4 he was Winner
of Chapton's 'Young Star in the Making' and
was picked up by Models International
shortly after.
It wasn't too long before his pushy
parents were taking him to auditions for
television roles however he didn't get his
break until he was 16.
Disney plucked him from the
obscurity of adverts, small bit TV parts and
catalogue modelling to star in their movie
True Friends. Nevertheless, it didn't give
him instant stardom. Insiders say he was
arrogant and difficult on set and this
limited the type of roles he was offered. It
wasn't until three years later that he was
offered the role of Patric in the TV
adaptation of the French novels Heros by
Avery Sauville.
It catapulted him to stardom and
after three years on the TV show he was a
Hollywood star with two globally
successful movies under his belt.
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Statement from Brighter Pictures:
‘Flynn Matthews is no longer working
on the set of Life’s A Bitch And Then
You Die by mutual agreement. The role
of Jason Green has been filled by Adam
Cutler.’
Unconfirmed drug addiction
rumours circulated but
Matthews squashed them on
becoming the poster boy for
Celebs Against Drugs (CAD)
three years ago.
It appeared his halo
couldn't be tarnished until
September of this year when the
now infamous cocaine snorting
video hit the internet. Since then
Matthews's life has spiralled out
of control.
His co-stars describe him
in derogatory terms, mostly
unprintable in a family
newspaper. Not one has stepped
forward to defend him.
His latest movie Sticks
and Stones is set to premiere in
London in December. With Celia
Mason, who plays his mother in
the movie, saying Matthews was
obnoxious and foul-mouthed to
her for most of the shoot it's
hardly surprising that he has
been fired from Life's A Bitch
And Then You Die.
A simple case of too much
too young. Dez Cartwright

